**II. Adoption of the Agenda**  
(For decision)  

**III. Update and reports**

c. Report from the 41st Meeting of the WCO/UPU Contact Committee, 9-10 November 2021
   - Proposal from the WCO/UPU Contact Committee Co-Chairs regarding the membership of the Contact Committee

e. Railway cooperation and the Railway Guidance

**IV. Role of Customs in mitigating the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic**  
(To take note, for discussion, endorsement and guidance)

a. Progress report on the implementation of the Council Resolution on the Role of Customs in Facilitating the Cross-Border Movement of Situationally Critical Medicines and Vaccines

b. Status of COVID-19 vaccine distribution, update from the Private Sector Consultative Group (PSCG)

c. Business resumption: Lessons learned during the COVID-19 pandemic – best practices for Customs, update from the PSCG

**V. Future of Customs**  
(For decision and to take note)

a. WCO/WTO Study Report on Disruptive Technologies 2022

b. Presentation by China

**VI. Time Release Study (TRS)**  
(For discussion and decision)
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| VII. | **Advance Passenger Information (API) / Passenger Name Record (PNR)**  
(For decision)  
- Update of the Terms of Reference of the API/PNR Contact Committee | PC0686Ea  
PC0686EAE1a  
PC0686EAE2a |
| VIII. | **Theme of the year: Scaling up Customs Digital Transformation by Embracing a Data Culture and Building a Data Ecosystem**  
(For discussion and guidance)  
- Draft WCO Data Strategy  
  Presentation by United Nations Statistics Division | PC0687Eb  
PC0688Ea  
PRESENTATION |
| IX. | **World Trade Organization (WTO) Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA)**  
(To take note)  
- Update from the WTO  
- Mercator Programme progress report  
- Presentation by Bahrain  
- Presentation by India | PC0689Ea  
PRESENTATION  
PRESENTATION |
| X. | **E-Commerce**  
(To take note, for discussion, guidance and endorsement)  
- Supporting Members' implementation of the E-Commerce Package  
- 3rd edition of the Compendium of Case Studies on E-Commerce  
- Periodic review of the E-Commerce Package  
- Presentation by the United States  
- Presentation by the Eurasian Economic Commission | PC0690Ea  
PC0690EAE1a  
PC0691Ea  
PC0691EAE1a  
PC0691EAE2a  
PC0692Ea  
PC0692EAE1a  
PC0692EAE2a  
PRESENTATION  
PRESENTATION |
| XI. | **Coordinated Border Management (CBM)**  
(For discussion and decision)  
- The Asia Pacific Plastic Waste Project  
  : Implementation of the Basel Convention and update of the CBM Compendium | PC0693Ea  
PC0693EAE1a |
| XII. | **Circular economy**  
(For discussion and guidance)  
- Circular economy | PC0694Ea |
|---|---|
| XIII. | **Economic Competitiveness Package (ECP) Action Plan and PTC Work Programme (WP)**  
(To take note, for discussion and decision)  
- Progress reports and draft PTC WP 2022-2025 | PC0695Ea  
PC0695EAE1a  
PC0695EAE2a  
PC0695EAE3a |
| XVI. | **Upcoming events** | PRESENTATION |